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Supported Elements 

Choose a desired object from the toolbar, 
and then click or drag on the stage to add it Image 

Text 

Rectangle 

Ellipse 

Rounded Rectangle More advanced objects, like curves, 
drawings, audios, may also be supported, 
and will be discussed in later tutorials.   

1. Choose an element 

2. Click/drag to add it 



Ways To Add Image 

Upload from local disk 

Fetch from a URL 

Drag and drop 



Upload From Local Disk 

Choose an image from local disk 
and upload it to use it 



Fetch From A URL 

Input/paste the URL here to fetch it 



Drag and Drop 

Drag one or more images and drop 
them in this area 



Use An Image 

Once the image is uploaded, click 
“Select” to add it to the stage 



Image Asset 

Uploaded images are reusable in the image asset 
library. Double click an image or click “Add Image” to 
add an image in the library can add it into the stage.  



Add Text 

Once a text is added, you may 
further edit its parameters in the 
property dialog.  



Add Shapes 

Once a shape is added, you may 
further edit its parameters in the 
property dialog.  



Selecting by Clicking 

Select an element by clicking it 



Selecting by Dragging 

Select multiple elements by dragging 
a rectangle covering them 



Selecting by Picking 

Select multiple elements by clicking individual 
elements with the Ctrl key pressed.  

+ Click 



Scaling 

Scale an element by dragging one of the 
controlling blocks surrounding the element 



Rotating 

Rotate an element by dragging the rotating node 



Property Editing 

Element properties, like size, position, 
rotation, opacity, may also be edited 
in the property dialog.  
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